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There is Life After
You·ve Said No!
hat happens
after you've said
no? ... that's the
most common que,stion
posed following our lead
article in last month's
issue. So, BSNews asked
around and spoke to some
companies who have
already gone the "stop"
route with customers who
don't honour agreed
trading terms.
The answer is that life gets
extremely hard but that the
outcome is well worth it.
Rather than generalise
(and risk offending those of
yo who feel we should

MIRA LAUNCH ELITE SHOWER

not) we cite the experience

I of Dave Kohlbeck of

Woodleigh Ltd. Because
of bad debts, Dave found
himself with his back to the
wall approximately nine
months ago. Poor ca.sh
flow made it very difficult
for him to honour his
committments, especially
to his suppliers. So, he put
his bad debtors on "stop· ,
called in a collection
agency and apparently
"offended" about two thirds
of his then customer base.
A nightmare period
followed with sales going
through the floor.
Modern Plant has just completed _a nationwide tour to mark the
introduction of its new Mira Elite. See page 2.

ew

K.I.S.S.
Hot
Press

What's a K.I.S.S.
hot press I hear
you ask? Turn to
page 10 where all
will be revealed by
Lycris-Byrne.
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Obviously, he knew this
might happen and he had
made contingency plans to
lessen the impact. It was
still very, very difficult.

all monies owed to him,
despite refusing to
continue to trade with
many of the people
concerned.

However, Dave has now
come out the other side.
He has a few more grey
hairs but, he's solvent, his
suppliers are happy and
business is slowly but
surely bUilding up again.
This time, it must be said,
with customers who
honour the agreed terms.

This is obviously a very
brief account of Dave's
experience but one which
clearly illustrates that there
is life after biting the bullit.
You'll also have less
anxiety and actually begin
to make money!

Interestingly, he collected

Dave will gladly talk to
others facing a similar
dilemma.
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The sweltering heat of Orlando and
New York could make things a little
uncomfortable for Jack's Army when they
take on the world in this summer's
World Cup Finals in America.
But no matter how hot the action gets
on the field, every man jack watching the
game in Ireland can expect to be cool and
comfortable thanks to Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning Systems.
They're more compact. Easier to install.
And they're as quiet as Wembley Stadium
after the opposition has scored a goal.
The new PLH Cassette controller can be wired
to control separate Lossnay Heat Exchangers from
one panel. An optional Fresh Air Casement can be
added to duct air direct from outside or via a
Lossnay unit. The standard integral filter may be
replaced with integral high efficiency filters. And
Twin and Triple options allow two or three indoor
units to be served from one outdoor unit.
And because they feature the world's first
environmentally friendly chargless refrigeration system,
they're as "green" as the Irish squad's strip.
So make sure your customers keep their cool
when the action hots up during the World Cup.
Find out more about Mitsubishi Electric
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
Air Conditioning by phoning (01) 450 5007 today.
DOI: 10.21427/D7V122
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MITSUBISHI

.~ELECTRIC

Environmental Control Systems
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
~echanical Engineering & Building
"
..:es Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders Merchants/Trade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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While the public profile of the principals of Lycris-Byrne is very much a low-key
affair, the profile, market penetration and standing of the company itself - and
more especially its product portfolio - is very much in evidence throughout all
sectors of the building services industry in Ireland.
PAGE 12
ANOTHER SIDE OF ... Tony Callaghan
Marathon running is the leisure activity of Tony Callaghan, Arcon.
PAGE 16
VEHA PARTIES ON THE LAKES
While the market penetration of Veha throughout Kerry is substantial and its
presence is very much felt by its competitors in the area, the recent invasion of
the locality organised by the company was purely a social occasion.
PAGE 18
INSTALLER CASEBOOK
In this article in our occasional series by John Lane, Technical Manager,
Sentinel Products, (Grace Dearborn) we look at the most common circulaton
problems and suggest how to deal with them.
PAGE 20
REFRIGERATION
Following his presentation during February in Cork and Dublin on the theme of
"Refrigerant Update", Terry March of Copeland Corporation Ltd looks at the
current situation on CFCs and replacements and assesses the critical issues
facing users and contractors.
As reported in the March issue
of BSNews, Walker Air
Conditioning has joined that
select band of bUilding
services companies to receive
ISO 9002 accreditation. At a
special celebratory ceremony
held to mark the occasion in
the Shelbourne Hotel recently
Minister For Finance, Mr Bertie
Ahern, TO, made the formal
presentation of the Award to
Walker Managing Director,
Stewart Roche. They are
pictured above with Walker
Quality Manager, William Gaule.
See also Plumblines (page 8).

ISO 9002 for Walker Air Conditioning

BSNews, ApriU 994 1
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Mira Pump
Up The
Volume

Japanese
Appoint
Castle Fire
The Hakuto Hockiki range of
fire alarm products is now
available from Castle Fire
Prevention Ltd. The range
comprises smoke detectors and
sounders and bells which are
mainly applicable to
commercial market premises.
The Hochiki smoke detectors
are tested to EN 54 Pru1 7 ByLaws and are Fire Prevention
Council and LPC approved. In
addition, once the heads ar
fully serviced, a 3-year
warranty applies.
The Hakuto sounders are 108
DB at a distance of one metre
and they also comply with BS
5883 Part I, 1988 Section 943
and operate on mains 9 to 30
volt DC.
Contact: Fran Coffey.
Tel: 01 - 457 5066.

Modem Plant Ltd has just
completed an extensive
nationwide promotional tour,
supported by a major
advertising campaign, to herald
the introduction of the new Mira
Elite range which is now
available from all leading
builders merchants, heating and
plumbing suppliers and
bathroom specialists throughout
the country.
The roadshow took in two
nights in Dublin and then
moved on to Athlone, Galway,
Limerick, Tralee, Clonmel,
Wexford, Castlebar and Sligo.
Over I00 attended on both
nights in Dublin with 75 turning
up in Cork and an average of 35
turning out at the other venues.
The presentation format was
relaxed and informal with
refreshments and entertainment
al 0 provided.
The new Mira Elite is an instant
electric shower with built-in
pump. It offers highperformance showering even in
low water pressure areas and

The Building
Industry
at your
Fingertips
ewmarket Information Ltd,
publisher of the weekly CIS
Report (and who also prepare
Advance Sales Leads for
BSNews) has just launched a
new Construction Directory ...
with a difference. Entitled, CIS
Direct, the directory provide
details on disc of over 5,000
companies including architect,
engineers, surveyors and
building contractors, North and

Mira Elite Launch -- Roy Moore, J L Smallman pictured with John Ryan,
Modern Plant; and Fran McDonnell, J L Smallman.

where the mains water supply is
unreliable or non-existent.
Compact in size. the Mira Elite
is the complete showering
sy tem, providing 75% more
South.
In addition to company names,
addresses, 'phone and fax
numbers, many entries include
the numbers employed, two or
more contact names and details
on past projects undertaken.
You can also enter private
notes or call back detail
again t each entry.
The product i ideally uited to
companies seeking to have
their products specified or
introducing new products or
services to the construction
market. Mailings can be
selective too.
Contact: David Pringle.
Tel: 01 - 280 9476

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
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flow than other pumped electric
shower. It combines a
streamlined exterior with a
technically-advanced interior.
The Mira Elite provides:
Greater temperature range;
Control flow regulator (Mira
patented); Powerful witchactivated internal pump; Head
of water: min 80mm (3 inch
head) max 10m (33ft head);
IJII.. swivel connectors with
filter and integral earth bonding;
Designed specifically for Irish
voltage: 8.5kW @ 230V.
De igned to BEAB Standards
and BS3456, the Mira Elite also
incorporates Mira's 300 handset
with a choice of three spray
ettings and stylish soapdish.
Temperature settings do not
need to be re-set every time.
Contact: Noel Lawlor.
Tel: 01 - 459 1344.

Gas
Technicians
Course
The Dublin Institute of
Technology will commence a
new, 3-year, part-time eve
course in September 1994.
course will be offered with the
a sistance of Bord Gais Dublin
who will supply some of the
lecturing staff.
Details of the course content are
as follows:
Syllabus: Year I - Mathematics;
Science; Drawing I; Heating and
Hot Water Technology; and
Construction Technology;
Syllabus: Year IT - Heating
Technology; Gas Distribution I;
Gas Utilisation I; Drawing II;
Computer Studies;
Syllabus: Year III - Management;
Gas Distribution II; Gas
Utilisation IT; Computer Aided
Drafting.
Contact: Shay Murran.
Tel:01-8727177.
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BTU at
Forrest Little
Overall winner: Tony O'Leary
(Skerrie ), H14, 36pts
Class 1 (1-11)
First: Des O'Sullivan (Naas),
HII,34pts
Second: Des Prendergast (Old
Conna), HI 0, 34pts
Third: Jim Smith (Delgany),
Hll,34pts
Class 2 (12-16)
First: Michael Melligan
(Clontarf), H12, 35pts

Second: Sean Smith (Trim),
H12,35pts
Third: Gerry Tobin (Malahide),
H16, 34pt - on last 6
Class 3 (17-28)
First: Michael Murphy
(Courtown), H24, 33pts
Second: Ray Toner
(Enni crone), H19, 32pts
Third: Paul O'Shaughne sy
(Little Island), H22, 32pts
Front Nine
First: Aubrey Moriarity
(Clontarf), 19pts
Second: Bob Daly (Trim),

Pat Keane of sponsors Runtalrad presenting Sean Smith with his prize.
Also in attendance is BTU Captain Michael Wyse.

18pts - on last 6
Back Nine
First: Brendan Sheehan 19ptson last 6
Second: Tony Gillen 19pts - on
la t 6

Visitors: Larry McGettrick
(Dun Laoghaire), 38pts
Michael Kearny (Tuam), 34pts
John Lonergan (Captain of
Forrest Little), 33pts.

Instrumentation, Systems &
Automation Exhibition &
Conference
The Instrument Society, ISA Ireland, will hold its annual
conference and exhibition on 10 May in Jury's Hotel, Cork.
The scope of the event is extensive, taking in sensors, indicators,
recorders, loggers and computer, as well as final control elements
such as valves and actuator. The exhibition will feature the latest
control and instrumentation available on the Irish market covering
Environmental controls; Water, waste and chemical analysers;
Measurement techniques; Intrinsic safety; Quality control and
training and education courses.
The conference being run in conjunction with the show is called:
"Industry and the Environment - The Technical Challenge".
Topics include exposition on the EPA and environmental
mOIlItoring sen ICe,a\ ,tilable from the state: strategies for
upgrading instrumentation and process controls in waste water
treatment and automation; air emission abatement; waste
minimisation: database solutions to environmental compliance and
a quetioning of industries design approach to plant and equipment
proces .
Cost for attendance at the conference is £95 (£75 for ISA
members).
Contdct: France IreolC\ reI. 021 - 889-167.

Energy in Buildings - The
Future

Des Prendergast being pulled both ways by Pat Keane, Runtalrad
(sponsors) and BTU Captain, Michael Wyse.

A major conference and exhibition will be held at the Balmoral
Conference Centre, Belfast, on 5 and 6 May. This event, which has
been jointly organised by Forbairt and the orthem Ireland
Department of Economic Development with the support of the EU
Thermie programme, is intended to promote the efficient use of
energy in buildings. It is envisaged that there will be a strong
representation of both delegates and exhibitors from the Republic
of Ireland.
Forbairt will provide first class return rail travel from Dublin to the
first 50 delegate· who confirm that they are travelling to the event.
The train will depart Connolly Station at 7.55am on Thursday,S
May, arriving in Belfast at 1O.15am, and will depart from Belfast at
5pm on Friday, 6 May, arriving back in Dublin at 7.23pm. The
train will stop at the station beside the Balmoral Conference
Centre.
Contact: Forbairt at Tel: 01 - 837 0 I0 I.
BSNews. April
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IHBA Slams
Increase in
Levies
The huge increase in
development contributions
received by planning authorities
from £5 million in 1987 to
almost £16 million in 1992, was
criticised recently by Irish
Home Builders' Association
Chairman, Tony Murray. "This
represents a three-fold increase
over five years and obviously
the situation is now completely
out of control", he said.
In 1992 Dublin County Council
collected £6.4 million, which is
40% of the total development
contributions collected last year,

despite the fact that they
received only 14% of the
planning application fees. In
Kildare County Council only
4% of the planning application
fees resulted in 15% of the
development contributions.
"The IHBA realises that many
councils are short of finance.
We don't mind paying our fair
share in legal contributions
towards services which allow
our developments to proceed",
said Mr Murray. "However, the
bulk of the new housing market
is for first-ti me buyers and
smaller housing units and, in
these cases, charges per house
impact even more. Dublin
County Council have been
known to levy charges well in
excess of £3,000 or more!"

Pictured at the recent IHBA AGM were Ray Grehan, Glenkerrin Homes
Ltd; Frank Burke, O'Malley Construction Co Ltd; Tony Murray, Lark
Developments and IHBA Chairman; and Joe Tiernan, Tiernan Property
Group Ltd.

Copeland and Oil
Manufacturers Join Forces
Following extensive tests for both compressor durability and
reliability with more than 40 refrigerant/oil combinations, Copeland
has nominated Mobil and ICI as preferred suppliers of polyester
(POE) oil. This nomination reflects both the oil itself and
companies' ability to package and deliver the oil with acceptably
low moisture levels.
Specifically, Copeland has approved and co-branded Mobil EAL
Arctic 22 CC and ICI Emkarate RL32s polyester lubricants for use
in its compressor range. Copeland believes POE lubricants provide
the best combination of characteristic for use with the new
generation of chlorine-free refrigerants such as R 134a or R 404A.
Copeland has also approved their use with R22 in selected model
lines.

'Help
Yourself ...
Buy Irish'
... So says John Grainger of
Season Control Ltd. That John
should champion the cause of
Irish manufacturing is not
surprising. Season Control
employs 50 people and has
invested over £1 million in plant
and machinery to manufacture a
whole range of heating and
ventilation products specifically
designed for the Irish
marketplace.
John believes that Irishmanufactured products still

Letter re "Don't Let Your Guard Drop"
Dear Sirs,
We refer to the lead article in your March edition of BSNews which wa rai ed by a number of our
members during the recent general meeting of the A sociation.
Whilst agreeing with the principles and content, it was generally felt that the article could do more harm
than good to the company concerned by highlighting its difficulties while it is still trading. More
importantly, however, since you were not in a position to name names, perhaps it might have been better
to write in general terms rather than dealing in specifics, given the circumstances of the situations.
As you are well aware, the industry in general thrives on rumour and speculation and, as a result of the
article, certain members of our A sociation have been singled out for special attention by suppliers, both
at home and over eas, for reasons which are completely unfounded. One of the main objectives of the
HPAMA members who, it must be said, are very supportive of the BSNews, we would hope that a
clarification of our misgivings will be carried in your next edition.
Yours faithfully
Tony Callaghan
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
4 BSNews
DOI:
10.21427/D7V122

suffer - unjustly - from the
after-taste of the poor quality,
cowboy element which once
prevailed. However, he now
urges consultants to stop and
think, to avoid "playing it safe"
and to re-evaluate the quality of
products and support services
now available from Irish
manufacturers within the
building services sector.
'They will be pleasantly
surpri ed", says John. "I firmly
believe that to be true of the
vast majority of Irish
manufacturers and. in the case
of Season Control. I can
personally vouch that it is so.
We have invested seven years in
researching and developing
products to meet all relevant
tandards and specifications.
Their quality is on a par and
sometimes even superior to the

John Grainger, Season Controls
Ltd.
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equivalent imported models.
Added to that is the strength and
flexibility we as a local supplier
can provide."
Season Control ha developed a
radical new fan design to meet
Irish market demands, with a
very high saving in both cost
and labour. Season Control also
claims to have manufactured a
high-quality alternative to any
air duct fan, roof supply/extract
fan, twin-suction and toilet
extract fans presently on the
market. Full specification
details, technical data and
, . led performance outputs
. _, ailable on request to cover
all products in the range.

Thank you
Eamonn!
Eamonn O'Brien has arranged through sponsorship from
Homan O'Brien Associates,
Coolair Ltd, and the ESB - to
provide the 3-D airflow
simulation software programme
ARIA to Dublin Institute of
Technology (DIT) for student
lIse.
The developers of the ARIA
programme ASL Sterling Ltd,

have decided to supply the
remainder of the BIDS software
to DIT under an academic
partnership agreement.
The BIDS (Building Integrated
Design System) software is the
world' first simulation-based
building design system. BIDS
includes ESP for energy and
comfort analysis of buildings;
ARIA, which gives a 3dimensional analysis of air and
smoke movement based on a
computational fluid dynamics
technique; ROVE, which gives

a 3-D visualisation of any part
of the building; PUMA, which
gives a combined heat and
power analysis of building
loads; and Radiance, which
allows virtual reality lighting
levels of a building to be
displayed.

CIBSE
This year's CIBSE
Management Conference for
industry leaders will be held in
Bordeaux from 9 to 11 July.
The theme is the role of the
building services engineer in
relation to the project manager,
the client and the architect.

Contact: John Grainger.
Tel: 01 - 4532688.

A range of registration
packages is available with a
programme for social
delegates. Details from CIBSE
Member Services Department
on Tel: 0044 816755211;
Fax: 0044 81675_6554.

Right: Simon O'Brien of Homan
O'Brien Associates pictured with
Sean Beattie of Dublin Institute of
Technology (OIl) Bolton Street; Or
Don McLean of ASL Sterling Ltd;
and John Lawlor of Coolair Ltd.

Private health care
for central heating systems
Just as you depend on medical treatment to
return you to health when you've been ill, central
heating systems rely on Sentinel solutions to treat
the problems

assoCiated with noisy boilers. cold

spots, pinholed radiators and sludged-up pipework.
Sentinel is easy to administer and surgically safe to
use and will return even the poorliest of heating
systems back to peak condition. With four flexible
remedies to a huge variety of central heating
ailments, the Sentinel range is a comprehensive
health care package that's always on call when the
system needs treatment.

~SENTINEL
,

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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A Full Range of Air-CooledlWater-Cooled Chillers
Unit Description

WRAT
151 + 4808
35 -1150Kw

This series of air cooled water
chillers, equipped with
propeller fans, has a wide
range of applications. They are
units whose characteristics
make them suitable for
outdoor installation. The
compressors are housed in a
special acoustically-insulated
protection case. Insulation of
the exterior located evaporator
incorporates a surface
treatment that provides
protection against the
elements.

Unit Description

1010

~

8140

122 - 1421 Kw

This series of liquid chillers
employs air-cooling by
means of propeller fans and
exclusive screw compressors.
They are units designed
specifically for being
positioned in the open air.
The screw compressors are
situated in a special, soundproofed, closed
compartment. The evaporator
insulation, located on the
outside, is protected against
the elements by a surface
coating.

Unit Description

WHAT-Fe
351 .:. 2404
84 - 563Kw

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7V122

These units are intended for
si tuation where the need for
chilling capability continues
throughout the cold months, or
when the ambient air
temperature is lower than the
return temperature in the system.
For this reason, when the system
is "free-cooling", the fluid is
cooled by means of the external
air, thus reducing the load on the
compressors or even completely
substituting them. The necessary
cooling capacity is therefore
obtained with almost zero energy
expenditure (FREE-COOLING
100% = cop 25). These are units
whose characteristics make them
suitable for outdoor in tallation.

8
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ABB Environmental Control Ltd,
Belgard Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24.
Telephone: (01) 452 2622
Fax: (01) 459 9939

Unit Description
This series of units, equipped
with propeller fans, works with
refrigerant R134a. This is a
refrigerant fluid which ensures
certain advantages from the
ecological point of view as it
does not contain chlorine and has
an O.D.P. value close to zero.
The ERAT series of units can be
used to replace Climaventa's own
WRAT units using R22. They are
units whose characteristics make
them suitable for outdoor
installation. The compressors are
housed in a special acoustically
ins ted casing. The control
t:
also suited for outdoor
use anks to its seal-tight double
door. These units can also be
supplied as packaged roof-top
air-handlers (as shown).

Unit Description
This series of chillers. with
condensation by tower or well
water. is suitable for use in
medium-size air-conditioning or
air-handling systems. These are
particularly compact units with all
their components readily
accessible. They are built for use
in a covered situation. away from
the elements.

ERAT
~

1003

37 -737Kw

WRH
- 1202
41-313Kw

Unit Description
This series of liquid chillers,
which are cooled either by tower
or well water. can be used in
large-capacity systems that
require the use of large-size
compres ors. Especially
noteworthy is the possiblity, in
models with heat recovery. of
having hot water during operation
as chiller. They are particularly
compact units. with all their
components easily accessible. and
are designed for installation in
covered sites sheltered from the
elements.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

8073

RH
2040

~

4170

390 - 1694Kw
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CONVERTIBLES
FROM DANFOSS
RANDALL
Danfoss Randall has released
two new domestic heating time
controls. Both are combined 7day or 5-day/2-day controls, the
FP975 being a full programmer
and the TS975 a single-channel
time switch.
Broadly based and styled on the
recently introduced MK 18 range,
the FP975 and the TS975 are
specifically designed to allow
easy replacements for (or the
upgrading of systems fitted with)
Danfoss Randall Mk9 time
controls, as well as others using
the "British Gas Standard"
wallplate (eg the Danfoss Randall
SET range, and the Horstmann
425, 525 and 527).

EYE PROTECTION GUARANTEED
Cabot Safety's new welding goggles offer protection in a range of welding and
flame-cutting operations. Generous sizing allows them to be worn over
personal glasses. Contact: Joanna Royle. Tel: 0044625878320.

TOSHIBA MOBILE AlC
Toshiba has introduced a new mobile room air conditioner the RAC06LW, which replaces the RAC-16SW unit. The new RAC~06LW has
a cooling capacity of 1.76kW and has the same styling as the Toshiba
RAC-08LW unit, which has a cooling capacity of 2.18kW.
Apart from the cooling capacities, these water-cooled, cooling-only
units have features common to both, including as standard 3-fan
settings (high, low and auto); 12-hour timer; energy-saving control;
and dehumidifier function. The unit's micro-computer constantly
monitors room temperature and humidity and adjusts accordingly.
There is also a 3-minute restart delay mechanism to protect the
compressor.
The controls are easy to use and the wide air outlet can be closed
when not in use to give a neat attractive appearance and are covered
by a 3-year parts and labour allowance warranty. Details from GT
Phelan Ltd, Dublin: Tel: 01 - 283 3347; Fax: 01 - 288 3821.

,;J

SILICONE DUCT SEALART

The new TS975
timeswitch and the
FP975 programme
from Danfoss
Randall. Details from
J J Sampson.

Both units will plug on to the
existing wallplates of the Mk9
(911, 922, 971) range. A small
switch at the back of the unit
needs to be flicked over to its
opposite position to ensure wIring
compatibility. When replacing
SET units and the Horstmann
controls, this switch should not be
touched.
As well as offering full capability
with these earlier units, the
FP975 full programmer and the
TS975 time switch, with their
voltage-free output contacts,
provide the ideal solution for
those systems requiring low
voltage control circuits.
For a full data sheet and/or
additional information, please
contact David Sampson at:
J.J.Sampson & Son Ltd, 71
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10. Tel: 01 - 626 8111;
Fax: 01 - 626 9334.
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The Zestseal range of duct sealants has been extended with the
addition of silicone-based products for applications demanding topquality seals which can function in extreme temperature conditions.
They are available in cartridge form with hand-operated dispenser
guns to help ensure
fast, efficient
application. For
smaller applications
Zestseal 1523FR
products are also
available in tubes.
Details from Contact
Components Ltd. Tel:
004481 8053656.
The Zestseal range of
duct sealants has
recently extended with
the addition of siliconebased products.

SYSTEM OSCAR
System Oscar is a new, patented, high-performance noise control
system, providing an aesthetic and economic means to form acoustic
enclosures and barriers, acoustic walls, operator havens, works offices
etc.
Literature on System Oscar is available from The Marketing
Department, Oscar Engineering Ltd. Tel: 0044474873122; Fax: 0044
474879554.
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Better Business

Making the New Rules
for Letters of Credit
(L/C) Work for You

"

Whether you use letters of credit
(LIes) to secure payment for
exports or to ensure quality
supply from quality suppliers at
the right price, your level of risk
will change significantly under
the new rules recently
introduced.
lthough the previous rules have been in
operation for a decade, exporters are still getting
up to 80% of documents rejected by the banks
on first presentation. Discrepant documents lose the
bank guarantee under the rules.

A

Outlined below are the ke~ issues affecting both
exporters and Importers uSlllg LlCs.
Non-Documentary Conditions:Under Article 13. the LlC must call for documents to
evidence the condition. Unless documents are specified.
the conditions will be ignored by the bank who checks
the documents. The revision will benefit the exporter but
the importer should now make sure that the LlC
requirements specifically call for documents;
Transport Documents ( \rticles 23/33):In the past, some ambiguity existed over the rules
applicable to different modes of transport. Now they
have been covered in detail by separate articles for the
main types of transport.
In the case of a marine shipment, the importer should
call for Bills of Lading with signed on-board notations as
the rules for ignatures have relaxed in thi area. The
exporter must now ensure that the Bill of Lading
contains the actual name of ports of loading and
discharge, and not accept the carriers notation of
"intended" ports from the freight forwarder.
Transshipment is very common when exporting from
Ireland. Under UCP500 (even where the LlC prohibits
transshipment) in many cases such a transport in
containers, the documents evidencing transshipment will
be accepted. This should greatly reduce "transshipment
discrepancies".

Irrevocable:The LlC is now deemed irrevocable unless it states that
the credit is revocable. This is a major benefit as the
position is now reversed on the previous UCP 400 rules.
Pre-Advices:Under UCP 500, if the exporter receives an LlC preadvice from an issuing bank, the bank is obliged to
subsequently issue a letter of credit. If you import goods,
remember that if your bank issues a pre-advice to a letter
of credit, it will be obliged to issue an actual letter of
credit on your account.
Invoices:Invoices do not need to be signed unless the letter of
credit specifically calls for signature. Underdrawings of
5% are now permitted under VCP 500, provided the unit
cost of the goods or quantity is not reduced. Exporters
will be able to pass on the benefit of reduced charges
(freight, insurance, etc) to the importer and not lose the
guarantee of payment under the LIe.
Bank time Iimits:Banks are to have a "reasonable time" to check
documents under letters of credit. Banks must not take
longer.than seven days to check the documents. Should
they not have indicated the discrepancies by that stage,
then they will be obliged to pay even if the documents
are discrepant.
Amendments:When a bank issues an amendment (ie, change of LlC
conditions), the actual letter of credit is not amended
until the beneficiary (exporter) formally acknowledges
acceptance of the amendment. This of course is a great
benefit to the exporter as he can choose to ignore the
amendment if he wishes and hip as per the original Lie.
Obviously. this is an area which importers should watch
\L

l"rcrllll~

Finally:Make sure the LlC can be fully complied with before the
goods are shipped. If the goods have been shipped
without getting the documentation right, the exporter
will have lost the guarantee. Likewise the importer - by
not specifying the proper inspection controls - may well
end up paying for goods that are not to the required
standard.

Tt ha been found that the main causes of lost guarantees
have been (I) failure to instruct the buyer of the
conditions required in the LlC; (2) inadequate attention
to the LlC conditions; and (3) poor preparation of the
document.
This months BSNews Better Business was prepared by
chartered accountants Brenson Lawlor. For further
information contact Padraic Ferguson at Tel:
01 - 6689760.
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BSNews Company Profile

Lycris-Byrne •••
Copperfast rofit
Potential
While the public profile of the
principals of Lycris·Byrne is very
much a low.key affair, the profile,
market penetration and standing of
the company itself - and more
especially its product portfolio - is
very much in evidence throughout all
sectors of the building services
industry in Ireland.
ycris-Byme has over
20 years experience
in copper fabrication
and manufacturing
technology, while the

combined wealth of
experience and technical
know-how of the staff
amounts to something like
100 years!
Its core business is
manufacturing copper
cylinders for hot water
storage. There is also a
facility to insulate cylinders
with fire-retardant rigid
urethane foam. In fact,
Lycris-Byme are currently
the only company in
Ireland using CFC-free,
ozone-friendly, foam.
Moreover, on completion
all cylinders are
oversprayed with a fireproofing material. The
cylinders and coil fixing
can be of compression or
all-welded construction.

Chris Byrne, Director
10 BSNews, April 1994
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Over the years LycrisByrne has always been at
the cutting edge of new
product development.
Extensive resources are
channelled into research
and design on a continuous

basis with innovative
products being brought to
the marketplace at regular
intervals. Lycris-Byrne is
responsible for many
"firsts" in the copper
fabrication industry and has
in fact patented a number
of processes such as its
coil-making technique.
Crucial to this process is
the manner in which
Lycris-Byrne goes about its
development work. It does
not adopt the high "we
know better than you"
ground and conceive,
design and manufacture
products which, in its
opinion, the marketplace
should adopt. Lycris-Byrne
takes the consultative route
- talking with all relevant
parties such a specifiers,
contractors. installers and
end-users - before
embarking in a particular
direction. It is only when
this process ha been
thoroughly researched that
the next phase begins. The
result is tailor-made
solutions designed and
brought to the marketplace
to cater for a clearlyidentified need.
A typical example of this
pioneering attitude is the
recent introduction of a
new, pre-plumbed,
combination unit. The
standard option comprises a
metal frame; a PVC cold
water storage tank; a

Lycris-Byrne Gold Shield
or indirect copper cylinder;
all the necesary gate valves
and pipework; and optional
shelving. This is
particularly suited to town
houses and apartments as
everything is included in a
customised, self-contained
unit, thereby eliminating
the need to construct an
airing cupboard. It also
eliminates a great deal of
site work.
The more sophisticated unit
is intended specifically for
apartments and includes
everything necessary to
provide hot and cold water
ervices. The only
connections necessary are
the mains water cold feed;
hot and cold water; and the
electrics.

;1

Each unit is supplied with
its own 50-gallon capacity
cold water tank; 30-gallon
capacity hot water copper
cylinder of welded
construction; circulation
pump; safety devices;
thermostats; valves and
control panel. All internal
wiring and piping is
completed at the factory.
Only the highest-quality
materials are used, all
cylinders complying with
the requirements of the
operating performance of
IS 161 and BS 699
Standards. The Gold Shield
cylinders are also ESB
approved. Over the years
Lycris-Byme has invested
substantial sums in plant
and machinery and has
always been to the forefront
in purchasing and installing
the most up-to-date, stateof-the-art equipment.
While the entire
manufacturing process
operates to a
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to a designated site by its
own drivers. Contract
carriers are not used,
de pi te the fact that a
same-day delivery
applie in many instances
throughout the 32
counties of Ireland with a
pledge from the company
that no order will take
more than 48 hours.

Lily Byme, Director

professionally-run,
structured system, it
incorporates an in-built
flexibility which allows
deviation at short notice
from the set run to cater
lor "speclals" or "n
urgent request. This
equally-high service
content of the LycrisByrne offering is also
evident in other areas
such as the free
Customer Advice Service
dnL! the guarantee that all
orders will be dell\crcd

Apart from ensuring a
speedy response to
orders, this al 0
strengthens the trading
relationship with
customers. The
company's drivers play a
far more important role
than merely getting the
product from point A to
B in a speedy efficient
manner. They are all
fully trained and
knowledgeable about the
entire product range.
Very often they provide
immediate advice,
teLlmical l.p )Ort anL!
assistance on-site.
However, where more
detailed design support is
sought, it is referred back
to the in-house design
facility for immediate
attention.
It I' the 411,t1Ily of these
,upport ,en ice

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

o Copper cylinders ranging in size from one gallon
to 300 gallon capacity and from I-bar to 6-bar
operating pressure, including removable batteries;

o High-output coils which are machine made and
corrugated to maximise heat emission;

o Factory-insulated copper cylinders using fireretardent, CFC-free, ozone-friendly, rigid
polyurethane foam, oversprayed with a fire-proofing
material;

o Bottle heaters (Willis type) which are an
alternative means of heating water in copper
cylinders:

o Heat exchangers for domestic purposes in a range
of sizes;

o Unvented, factory-piped cylinders (balanced hot
and cold closed circuit water pressure systems);

o Customised, pre-plumbed combination units.
",;'fER
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Lycris.Byrne customised, pre-plumbed combination unit

The Lycris·Byme Team

mechanisms as much as
the quality of the product
portfolio which lies at the
heart of Lycris-Byrne's
trading partnership with
its extensive cu tomer
base. It has made for a
very successful business
to date and, more to the
point, provided it with
the strength and
independence to
undertake still further
development initiatives

which will ensure its
continued leadership in
copper cylinder and
related technology.

WHO TO CONTACT?
Chris Byrne or Lily
Byrne at Lycris-Byrne,
Ardee Street, Bray,
Co Wicklow.
Tel: 01 - 286 3794;
Fax: 01 - 286 1213.
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ANOTHER SIDE OF ..

ame across Tony
Callaghan of Arcon the
other day ... there he was
gingerly jogging along most
comfortably. So what, some of
you ask?

Keep
C
On
Running
Tony!

Well, the point is that Tony is a
dedicated runner with nine
marathons under his belt to date.
However, he has been out of
serious action for some time
because of a broken ankle which
he sustained in the national
interest during an assignment
abroad (I'll let him tell you what
the assignment was!).
It's good to see you back Tony,
even if it is early days yet. Who
knows ... you might even get to
make it 10 marathons this
Autumn.

As a youngster during his
schooldays
in Sligo Tony
was 100%
committed to
athletics but
also had a
keen interest
in soccer. As
the years
went on he
concentrated
more on the
soccer,
primarily
because of
the better
facilities the
sport
enjoyed in
his locality.
When he
came to Dublin and especially
during his days with PA
Matthews, he continued to play
soccer at competitive club level.
But then he drifted away from it
and (like most of us) became inactive.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
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However, a kick-about with his
sons approximately 15 years ago
made him realise just how unfit
he was. He vowed to get himself
back in shape and so joined his
local athletic club. Within a matter
of months that old competitive
spirit was rekindled and he soon
found himself running
representative races for the club.
His favoured distance was
anything up to say 800 metres
though he did run over 1500
metres on occasion.
Nonetheless, he always believed
that anyone could run a
marathon if they trained properly.
So he set about that goal. He
embarked on a serious fitness
programme which included
running up to 100 miles a week
prior to each marathon he ran.
His best time was 2.52hr in the
Dublin marathon of 1990. In all
he has run five Dublin
marathons, three in Belfast and
one Boston.
But then came that injury. Apart
from missing the comraderie and
fun, quite a number of good
causes have also lost out. Tony
has gained sponsorship for eve
marathon he has run and therelj) •
raised funds for GOAL; Our
Lady's Childrens' Hospital in
Crumlin; the National Children's
Hospital, Harcourt Street; and
Cerebral Palsy.
However, January of this year
saw him back in light training
and, while he is taking it very
slowly, his progress rate
indicates a complete recovery.
He has set himself no long-term
goal as yet but there is every
chance Tony will line-up at the
start of the Dublin marathon this
Autumn. Maybe this one you'll
run purely for fun Tony and throw
the stop-watch away!.
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If The Cap Fits ... Mitsubishi Electric
Invites You To Wear It!

t'tJI,e

s

o, you think you know how Jack's mind works. Just how many times have you boasted
that you knew Jack would pick so and so and leave so and so out? Well, here's an
opportunity to "wear Jack's Cap" so to speak ... and win a fabulous Mitsubishi Electric
Nicam stereo colour television courtesy of the company's AC Division to view the World
Clip on. Listed below is the complete Republic of Ireland Senior Squad as supplied to
BSNews by the FAI as we went to press. All you have to do is predict the squad selection
(22 in total) to travel to the States for the World Cup Championships in June. Where there
is a tie, the winning entries will go into a draw. There will also be five autographed
footballs for the runners-up.
To enter, simply tick the appropriate box beside the names of your choice. Complete the
reply section and return to BSNews, 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co Dublin. Do it NOW!

r------------------------,
o John Aldridge
0 Eddie McGoldrick
..

'

."

-"

~ .') .' •

.

.... ~ :t"

Paul Byrne

0
0
0
0

Brian Carey

0 Kevin Moran

Tony Cascarino

0 Liam Q'Brien
0 David Q'Leary

DPhil Babb

o

Packie Bonner

CJ John B)rne

o
o
o
o

o

Tommy Coyne
Liam Daish

DRay Houghton

o
o
o
o
o
o

Denis lrwin
Roy Keane
Alan KeUy
David Kelly
Gary Kelly

Paul McGrath
Alan McLoughlin
Mike Milligan
Alan Moore

0 Terry Phelan
0 Kevin Sheedy

0
0
0
0
0

John Sheridan
Bernie Slaven
Steve Staunton
Andy Townsend
Ronnie Whelan

Alan Kernaghan

Name:
Company:
Address:

LTelephone:
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NEW ELITE ELECTRIC PUMP SHOWER
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WITH 75% MORE FLOW-RATE
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Veha Parties On The Lakes!
by quick and efficient
order turnaround and the
availability of
knowledgable technical
advice if required.
However, the weekend
was primarilly a social
occasion and, while the
golf was rained off, it did
not dampen the
celebratory tone and s
of the 110 guests who
partied well into the early
hours on both the Friday
and Saturday night.

Jim O'Reilly, Commercial
Director, Veha Wicklow
with Group Chairman
Tony Mullins and Rudy
Van Eysendejk, Managing
Director, Veha NV.

hile the market
penetration of
Veha throughout
Kerry is substantial and its
presence is very much felt
by its competitors in the
area, the recent invasion
of the locality organised
by the company was
purely a social occasion.
Veha took over the
Europa Hotel in Killarney
to entertain is extensive
customer base and
stockists who travelled
from all corners of the
country, including
Northern Ireland, to
participate in the event.
Formalities were kept to a
minimum, the key
business presentations
coming from Group head

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
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Tony Mullins and Veha NV
Managing Director Rudy
Van Eysendeyk.
They both emphasised
the commitment to
investment in The
Murrough plant and the
continued development
and expansion of the
Veha brand, not just in
Ireland but throughout
Europe.

Gerry & Geraldine
Walsh,Walsh's Killeigh,
Tullamore, Co Offaly.

Commercial Director Jim
O'Reilly reiterated their
comments and also
assured those present
that the high level of
support mechanisms they
are accustomed to will
continue. These include a
combination of highperformance, high-quality
products complemented

18
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I\ndrew & Ann Clark, Ballina Heating,
3allina, Co Mayo.

David McGimpsey with Ellish & Kevin Darmody, K Darmody
Heating & Plumbing, Tipperary.

Pat & Carmel Nolan, P J Nolan,
Carlow.

Francis & Geraldine Barrett, Barretts
of Maynooth, Co Kildare.

Above: Padraigh & Carmel
Monaghan, Monaghan &
Hughes, Galway.
Left: Stephen & Ann Cohn
(left), T 0 Higgins, Galway with
Tommy & Maura Kelly, Veha.

Billy & Catherine Tracey,
Versatile, Navan.

Ger & Anne Malone,
Shannonside Ltd, Limerick.

Seamus & Evelyn Scally, 0 B
Heating, Cork.

Above: Dan & Irene Twoomey,
Cork Builders Providers (left)
with Ray Skelly, Managing
Director, Veha Wicklow.

Francis & Tony Callaghan,
Arcon Heating & Plumbing,
Dublin.

Mr & Mrs Halidyne Elkin, Elkin
& Bennett, Omagh.

Rory & Elleen Healy, KCR Ltd,
Dublin.
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In this article in our occasional
series by John Lane, Technical
Manager, Sentinel Products, we
examine circulation problems.

CIRCULATION
PROBLEMS
or a central heating system
to operate in accordance with
its design specifications, it is
essential that the heat emitter
surface is correctly sized and fully
functional.

F

In days gone by, systems were
invariably designed with "plenty in
hand". Radiators were cheap, and
purchasers of central heating
systems were not short of a penny.
Now, times have changed and with
the recent austerities, many a
pencil has had to be sharpened In
order to gain that elusive order.
Inevitably, this has lead to systems
being critically sized. Factors such
as the 10% reduction which results
when a radiator is installed using
both bottom connections, as
opposed to the manufacturer's
specified output only realised with
a bottom-top connection, are
sometimes overlooked in the
interests of economy. Of course, If
the outside temperature stays
above the normal design
parameter of -1°C, nobody is ever
the wiser, unless that is the system
is stricken by one or both of two
avoidable problems - gassing and
cold spots.

THE PROBLEMS
Gassing
A primary effect of corrosion within
the central heating system is the
production of hydrogen. This
odourless and colourless gas
collects in the top of radiators,
depressing the water level and
producing a cold area from which
no heat is emitted. Hydrogen also
finds its way from the radiators in
18 BSNews. Apri11994
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which it is formed to those of least
resistance. This is usually an
upstairs radiator, often the one in
the bathroom. Gas production is
accompanied by an increase in
pressure. This is of no
consequence in an open vented
system, but in a sealed system
sufficient pressure can be
produced to split aluminium
radiators.

A very large volume of hydrogen
can be produced from a very small
amount of corrosion, nevertheless
once hydrogen has been detected,
the only responsible approach is to
take early remedial action.

Experience shows that many of the
systems which require regular
venting from the radiators
supposedly due to air ingress, are
in reality corroding and producing
hydrogen. Before corrective action
can be taken it is essential to
determine which gas is present.
Hydrogen has two physical
properties which distinguish it from
air; it is lighter, and it burns.

A secondary effect of corrosion is
restriction of the flow pattern within
the radiator producing cold spots.
Commonly it is the bottom middle
section of the radiator which is cold
indicating that it has become
fouled with debris. The water will
usually continue to flow above the
fouled area, but the heat emission
from the radiator is greatly
reduced.

In some instances, the gas
pressure at the radiator vent is
sufficient to blow up a balloon,
which if it heads for the ceiling
proves the presence of hydrogen,
but the more usual method of
testing is to light the gas with a
naked flame. This practice is
however dangerous. High pressure
hydrogen will burn fiercely and can
be difficult to extinguish, with a
serious risk of damage to the
householder's fixtures and fittings.

Because a build up of debris is
involved, cold spots are always
associated with older systems
fouled with black magnetite sludge.

The safest method of testing for
hydrogen is to vent the gas into an
upturned glass container, e.g. a
jam jar. Being the lighter gas,
hydrogen will displace air from the
jar. The jar should then be
removed from the radiator and a
lighted taper inserted into it. If
hydrogen is present the gas will
'pop' with a blue flame, without risk
of explosion, and it can be

concluded that corrosion is
occurring.

Cold spots

Prevention
Hydrogen gas generation is
caused by electrolytic action either
between dissimilar metals, or areas
with different levels of dissolved
oxygen.
A well Installed system rarely
produces hydrogen. Almost
invariably, gas generation is
caused by system contamination,
with by far the most serious
contaminant being flux residue.
Fluxes are chemicals which
remove surface oxide and thus
permit solder to flow and "tin" the
surfaces to be joined. Nearly all
fluxes are aggressive to some
degree so care must be taken with
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Magnetite sludge leads to poor
circulation and heat output.
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their application. Non-corrosive
fluxes are resin based and only
become active once heated to
soldering temperature. They work
slowly and produce small amounts
of hydrochloric acid. It is essential
that they are completely
decomposed. More comon are the
corrosive fluxes (also called selfcleaning fluxes) which are active at
room temperature and therefore
less mechanical cleaning is
needed. These materials are
strongly acid and any excess will
continue to react with the base
metal (usually copper) until they
are widely dispersed and
neutralised.
Once present in the system water
copper will plate out on to mild
steel or aluminium where it forms a
corrosion cell, one end of which
produces hydrogen. The source of
the hydrogen is the water itself.
The strong electrochemical
currents produced split the H20
molecule freeing the oxygen to
attack the metal while the
hydrogen is evolved as a gas.
Under-deposit corrosion, such as
will occur at a cold spot, is caused
by the difference in dissolved
oxygen concentration between the
flowing water and the water lying

stagnant around and under the
sludge. Hydrogen gas is again a
major product of the corrosion
reaction.
In both cases, to prevent the
problems developing it is essential
to ensure that the system is clean.

Cleansing
Flushing is a term often included in
the specification for the
commissioning of a central heating
system. It is a misnomer for
cleansing to which every installer
attaches his own interpretation. In
order to fulfil the minimum
requirement, it is necessary only to
fill and drain the system once.
Even several repeat actions will
not remove the debris and foulants
present in the average system.
The British Standard Code of
Practice BS 7593: 1992 details the
steps necessary to cleanse a
system. It is now being widely
quoted by specifiers and
introduced into equipment
manufacturers' installation
literature. All installers should
acquaint themselves with its
recommendations.
In every case it is essential that a
proprietary cleansing agent is

applied in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. This is
the only way to ensure that flux
residues and corrosion debris are
removed.
Once cleaned, it is a wise
precaution and good practice to
.treat the system water with a
corrosion inhibitor. Inhibitors form a
protective barrier on the metal
surfaces preventing attack.
Where systems new or old have
been gassing, the application of an
inhibitor is essential to prevent the
problem from recurring. It should
be noted that some systems,
whether gassing has been caused
by copper plating, or by underdeposit corrosion, can have a high
initial demand on the inhibitor,
sometimes requiring extra dosage
to fully suppress the gassing
reaction.

Conclusion
Whatever the cause, gassing and
cold spots are not problems that
have to be tolerated. A solution is
always possible through the
application of effective chemical
products provided a structured
approach of cleansing and
inhibiting is followed.

SEASON CONTROL LTD.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DUCTING

51-52 CORK STREET DUBLIN 8
PHONE: (01) 453 2688 (7 LINES) FAX: (01) 453 7290
SL'PPLlERS OF HEATI\G • \'E. 'TILATL 'G ~IR CO\D1TIO\1 G' FlLTR.~TIO. PRODL'CTS

FIRE SMOKE VENTS
*

*

Installation advice and supply
of Fire Smoke Vents and Fire
Control Panels.
Vast experience of these very
specialised products specified
by Architects and Consultants.

*

Active in the event of ftre
to release toxic smoke &
heat.

*

Suitable for ridge, slope or
flat roof mounting.

*

Mechanical, electrical &
pneumatic control options

*

Security & Burglar guard
options

Applications

*
*

*
*
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Roof/inline duct.
Electrical/pneumatic.
Interface building management systems.
Independent control
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PRODUCT REVIEW

REFRIGERATION

Refrigeration
- What does
the Future
Hold?
Following his
presentation during
February in Cork and
Dublin on the theme
of "Refrigerant
Update", Terry March
of Copeland
Corporation Ltd
looks at the current
situation on CFCs
and replacements
and assesses the
critical issues facing
users and
contractors.
ith European chemical
manufacturers now in their
last year of production of
CFCs Rl2 and R502, it is time for
everyone within the industry to take a
good, hard look at the future.
During 1994, the maximum permitted
levels of CFC production are just
15% of 1986 levels. Furthermore, by
the second half of the year, demand
for RI2 and R502 will probably
exceed those production levels,
particularly as chemical
manufacturers will be diverting a

proportion of the production to areas
such as pharmaceutical products
where CFCs remain a vital element of
products uch as anti-asthma inhalers.
For the supermarket and dairy
farming industries, the need to move
away from CFC technology has
therefore become pressing.
Contractors should now look at new
HFC refrigerants and decide on the
course of action to be taken.
For new refrigeration installations,
zero ozone depleting refrigerants
such as Rl34a and R404A are readily
available. Major brands such as
Prestcold already include ranges of
compressors suitable for use with
these. This situation on new
equipment is therefore relatively
straightforward.
The bigge t headache for a
refrigeration engineer is the course of
action that he should take with
exiting installations. The prime
consideration is the age of the
installation and the decision on
whether to retrofit a CFC
replacement. If it is accepted that
retrofit is the correct approach. the
next decision is which replacement to
use.
There are numerous options
available, the majority of which are
transitional blend. The term
"transitional" is applied because these
gasses include JCFC R22 within their

The current
refrigeration
scene offers
many options
and it is
essential that all
possible routes
are examined
carefully

blend. R22 it elf is subject to phase
out regulations as laid down by the
Montreal Protocol. Complete phase
out is scheduled by the year 2030, but
it is most likely that thi date will be
revised to an earlier year. Indeed,
European proposals already indicate
thi date will be brought forward, the
mo t recent proposal being 2015,
while the European Parliament has
mooted 2002.
If retrofitting is undertaken, suppliers

have proven procedures to assist
contractors. These cover key areas,
including the suitability of retrofit
blends for compressors. The
procedures also relate to fundamental
issues of lubrication when using
compressors with new refrigerants.
There are several important areas for
refrigeration engineers to consider.
For example, the temptation to top up
existing system with new
refrigerant must be resisted. Mixing
refrigerants is potentially dangerous
ince pressures higher than either
component can sometimes be
generated.
The IllI II1g of refngerants also
creates problellls for chemical
suppliers as they will no longer be
able to recover and recycle the
mixture. It would have to be
incinerated which, of course, costs
money and also contributes to global
warming.

Terry March, Copeland Corporation.
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ISCEON REFRIGERANTS
manufactured by

RHONE-POULENC CHEMICALS

RS02

-

Drop-in Replacements
ISCEON 69-L

-

(R403B)

ISCEON 69-S

-

(R403A)

Commercial available for 3 years now. Ex stock Dublin in large and small cylinders.

R12

-

•
rop-In
ISCEON 49

ep acement

- Zero ODP

TEST SAMPLE AVAILABLE - COMMERCIAL LAUNCH - LATER THIS YEAR

"NO OIL CHANGE" - WHAT ??? YES !!! NO OIL CHANGE REQUIRED:

For further information, contact Michael Nolan - Sales Manager, Eric Walsh - Sales
Representative:

.

Exclusive Distributors:

H.R.P. WALKER
100 SLANEY ROAD
DUBLIN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
FINGLAS ROAD
DUBLIN 11
PHONE: (01) 8306565
FAX: (01) 8306153
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Danfoss - Global Know-How
Applied Locally
REFRIGERATION When
founded, Danfoss was the bold
optimum functions, e.g. control of
PRODUCT REVIEW

It is vital that refrigeration equipment

is clearly identified, either by means
of a label or site log book which
monitors exactly how the installation
has been retrofitted or otherwise. This
will prevent problems such as the
mixing of refrigerants from occurring
in the first instance. The onus is on
both the owner of the installation and
the current contractor to observe this
practice.
The current refrigeration scene offers
many options and it is essential that
all possible routes are examined
carefully. As a starting point, system
owners should turn initially to their
local wholesaler who has up-to-date
technical information from
compressor manufacturers and gas
suppliers. He is also ideally
positioned to offer technical advice
and support, especially given that
each situation must be approached as
an individual case.

P Walker:
ustomerDriven Service
The refrigeration wholesale division
of Waler Air Conditioning is the first
refrigeration distributor/wholesaler to
receive the prestigious IS09002
accreditation, which is a just reward
for a company who strives to be No:
1 in all spheres of its activity.
Throughout the Walker Group, the
philosophy has always been to offer
quality products supported by an a11embracing back-up service to meet
customers requirements. This starts
with a friendly and helpful response
by Catherine Kinsella, the
telephonist, followed by detailed
attention to customer requirements
by Sales Manager," Michael Nolan
and followed through by Eric Walsh

idea of one man. Today, about 60
years later, Danfoss is known all over
the world as an industrial concern
that creates new ideas for solving the
automation problems of the future.
In this context, environmental
protection is a clearly defined
company goal and, with the use of
modem technology, Danfoss makes
every effort to meet the severe
demands this involves.
This is especially so in relation to
Danfoss refrigeration controls which
has gained approval for its quality
control system in relation to
international standard IS0900 1.
In recent years Danfoss has

intensified the development of
electronic refrigeration controls with
energy-optimum function
characteristics and has brought a
range of electronic control systems on
to the market.
The use of electronic refrigeration
controls in itself involves energywith speedy despatch of goods and
services.
Not that customer support finishes at
the delivery stage, HRP Walker's
services cover being on-site at vital
commissioning stages with
manufacturers representatives and
the continuous introduction of new
products and new applications.

compressors and evaporators, just as
data communication facilities involve
the possibility of the total
optimisation of the refrigeration
plant. The monitoring and alarm
functions associated with such
systems are indirect energy-saving
devices, in that they minimise losses
in items stored.
Additionally, the range helps to limit
the CO 2 burden connected with the
greenhouse effect.
Called the Danfoss Adap-Kool'"
refrigeration control and monitoring
system, this is the ideal choice for
anyone contemplating the installation
of new plant or seeking to upgrade
existing equipment.
Adap-Kool'" provides accurate and
reliable control, temperature and
plant monitoring, plus provision for
remote setting, and servicing
combined with considerable savings
in running costs.
Where food safety legislation
Walker, the coming years will bring
many changes and, with the brand
names assembled under the
distribution of HRP - together with
the commitment to quality support these changes will mean winning
opportunIties.

In fact, the current situation in

From their strategic location in the
Dublin Industrial Estate at
Glasnevin, HRP Walker operates a
tightly-run team consisting of five
people, the all-important
administration function being
performed by Bernadette Devereux.
"We are a customer-driven company,
meeting their ever-changing
demands will ensure that we are
always front runners," says Tony
Madden.

relatien to CFC regulations and
controls provides exciting
opportunities. According to Tony
Madden, Divisional Director, HRP

Details from HRP Walker, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas Road,
Dublin 11. Tel: 01 - 830 6565;
Fax: 01 - 830 6153

The refrigeration trade is not one of
the glamour sectors of building
services but the commitment of all manufacturers, suppliers and
contractors - has meant continuous
growth over quite a number of years.
This is set to continue for quite some
time in the future.
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DANFOSS - THE IDEAL CHOICE
Automatic Controls for Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Plant

-

E!.!!

* Thermostatic Expansion Valves for R134a/R404A/R22 etc
Solenoid Valves 1/ 4 " to 2 1 / 8 " (flare/solder).
* Driers and Sight Glasses for R134a/R404A/R22 etc.
* Hand Valves; Ball Valves; Globe Valves; Check Valves.
* Pressure and Temperature Regulators.
* Electronic Control Systems for optimal plant operation.

Quality of Design and Performance gives
you the perfect solution

Established 1920

J.J.IAMPIOI &101 LTD.
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Ballyfermot Road
Dublin 10
Republic of Ireland
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RIGERATION
B

demands the exercise of due
diligence in maintaining correct
storage temperatures, then the AdapKool solution furnishes a
particularly cost-effective means to
achieve this. In fact, a means which
will pay for itself in the long term
through direct savings, (something
that is not possible with alarm and
monitoring only systems).

The consequences of the by-products
of electricity generation on the
environment are well known. Perhaps
less well known is that refrigeration,
in one form or another, accounts for a
significant percentage of all electrical
consumption in Ireland. Of course,
electricity also represents a
significant cost for the owners of
refrigeration plant. This is a cost
which can be dramatically reduced.
In addition, the environmental impact
of CFC gases create demands for
their replacement and for the better
containment of refrigerant within
systems. The Danfoss publication,
We All Have Obligations, identifies
three areas of activity in which AdapKool 40 directly addresses these issues.
There are Modification of products
with a view to minimising the
emission of refrigerants into the
atmosphere; Development of
controls, and compressors for the
environmentally-benign refrigerants
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Specifying Adap-Kool40 will help to
ensure that owners of refrigeration
plant will achieve the best possible
return on their investment. However,
the ame system will also yield
considerable advantages to
equipment manufacturers,
contractors, and service companies.
There are also a number of areas in
which Adap-Kool systems can help
plant owners to protect the
environment and to reduce the costs
of operating refrigeration equipment.
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of tomorrow, and the development of
electronic refrigeration controls and
compressors that minimise energy
consumption.
Adap-Kool refrigeration control
systems have been designed for
refrigeration plant in both small shops
and large upermarkets. The
decentrali ed and autonomous
systems, AK 10 and AK 30, provide
optimum regulation of evaporators,
compressors and condensers, and thus
noticeable energy savings are
obtained along with a clearly
improved product quality. Another
gain is the high degree of
dependability.

E

AK20 and 30 systems are mainly
used for industrial refrigeration plant.
The regulator for expansion valves
adaptively optimises evaporator
utilisation, and a shorter running time
i just one of the re ults.
The AK30 eries is able to capacityregulate as many as eight
compres ors with up to 64 steps. It
can also regulate condensers, monitor
the plant, and carry out safety
functions.
Details from J ] Sampson & Son Ltd,
Unit 71 Cherry Orchard Industrial
Estate, Dublin 10. Tel: 01- 626 8111;
Fax: 01 - 626 9334
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PRODUCT REVIEW

REFRIGERATION
DC Compute
Air OwnManufactured
Chillers
To further improve the flexibility and
service element of its package to the
refrigeration industry, DC Compute Air
has commenced the manufacture of its
own low-temperature chillers.
With capacities ranging from IOkW up
to 70kW, these new chillers were
designed in response to specific
requirements revealed by extensive
market research which was conducted
over a prolonged period. This also
included field-testing the units over a
l2-montb period.

I

So successful were the results that the
launch date was brought forward with
the first production units being
specified and installed in a number of
projects as we went to press.
The totally-sealed units incorporate a
number of unique features within the
black moulded casing for the
evaporator, including fitted low and
high-pressure gauges; charging port;
digital controller; flow switch and
mains isolator. All that's required for
instant operation is mains water and
power connections.
Naturally, this Irish-made range
complements the company's existing
portfolio which includes lowtemperature chillers from HCF in
France - capacities from 10kW up to
1500kW - and the Airwell range of
condensers.
With the ever-increasing pace of EU
changes in respect of refrigerant gases,
the Airwell range is particularly
important, all units in the range being
fully compatible with refrigeration
systems. Also, they are all supplied
complete with controls and a full

charge of refrigerant.
Details from DC Compute Air Ltd,
DCCC House, Baldoyle Industrial
Estate, Dublin 13. Tel: 01 - 8392366;
Fax: 01 - 8392343.

RSL (Ireland)
Ltd:
'Engineering
Excellence'
Since 1967 RSL have always seen their
role as the quality engineered product
distributor. This often means not being
the lowest cost option but the lowest on
energy running price and maintenance
cost. They are in the "Mercedes" range
of refrigeration and air conditioning
equipment. Coincidentally, one of their
best known products, Bitzer
compressors, are manufactured in
Sindelfingen, the same town as
Daimler-Benz! More than half of the
products sold by RSL are actually
designed and selected by their own
engineering staff rather than by the

WEATHER PROOF REFRIGERATION CONDENSORS FROM

GA500

"Centrifugal" GC 437015070

GA800/1000

Airconditioning suppliers of Refrigeration Condensors and Low Temp Chillers

D.C.C.A. House, Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Telephone: 839 2366/832 1498. Fax: 8392343
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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PRODUCT REVIEW

REFRIGERATION
installer or user. They are happy with
this situation as the latest computer
selection techniques, design and
integrate the components to the best
compromise of cost and energy
consumption.
Manufacturers such as Bitzer,
Baltimore Aircoil, Kuba, Maneurop,
ICI Chemicals, Fermod etc, - all
world leaders - are repestented by RSL.
These are not only industry giants but
also renowned researchers and
innovators. Many world first
installations on new or innovative plant
have been overseen by RSL. Examples
are: small 2-stage compressor: small
screw compressors in multiple packs;
zero CFC KLEA 60 on medium and
low temperature compre ors; ice
banks in supermarkets; wet air cooling,
etc.

10kW aircooled chiller made in Ireland by DC Compute Air. The range capacity of this
own-manufactured portfolio extends from 10kW up to 70kW single and twin compressors.

RSL strive for "engineering excellence"
rather than just "box shifting".
Contact Gerry Mc Donagh, RSL
(Ireland) Lld, Tel: 01 - 450 8011. Fax:
01 - 455 9592.

Fridge Spares
for Added Value
Since its inception in 1965 as the
pioneering wholesaler in Ireland.
Fridge Spares (W) Lld has steadIly
grown and expanded to its current
status as the premier refrigeration
and airconditioning wholesaler in
Ireland. Fridge Spares (W) Lld have
always been innovative in their outlook,
a heavy emphasis on quality products.
These quality products have been
complemented by a service which is
second to none. This service has been
further extended to a quality
programme which places Fridge Spares
(W) Lld at advanced stages of
implementing procedures for ISO 9002
Certification.
Fridge Spares has also worked
tirelessly over the years with major

I

product line suppliers to achieve a
tailored product portfolio. Latest
additions to the range are Prestcold
semi-hermetic condensing units and
compressors. Prestcold products have
the henefit of many years c'perience
and expertise and a proven track record
in refrigeration and air conditioning
applications. They offer a broad range
of machinery from single-cylinder 1/2
HP up to light-cylinder 60 HP;
combining these with the Friga-Bohn
line of evaporators is a marriage made
in heaven for any descerning
rdrigeratlonhlll' conditioning engineer.
Friga-Bohn hale II1troduced a ne\\
family of evaporators which feature
ABS recyclable casing and offer many
application advantages. The ABS
recyclable casing offers
unprecendented strength with its
mechanical shock proof-characteristics
and increased safety due to the
omi sion of any sharp cutting edges.
A Stall wart of the Fridge Spares
portfolio over many years has been the
L'Unite Hermatique range of hermetic
compressors and condensing units. This
range spans from 1/2 HP to 12 HP.
Again it has performed superbly
alongside the Friga-Bohn range in
many varied applications.

The Sporlan range of products is one of
the newer additions to the Fridge
Spares portfolio. It offers additional
flexibility and is quality orientated.
The range of Eliwell controllers was the
first electronic controller range
undertaken by any wholesaler in
Ireland. This innovative step was
carefully selected by Fridge Spares
recognising the comprehensive range
and flexibility offered by the brand.
Fridge Spares also hold large stocks of
ancillary parts and equipment! tools and
hoash the lar!.!est and most complete
range of copper and brass fittings In the
countr) .
Yorkshire Imperial tubing has long
been recognised as the premium
refrigeration grade tubing in the world
and as such is an obvious constituent of
the Fridge Spares portfolio.
The Fridge Spares product offering also
embraces many other world-leading
brands. It is supported by extensive
stockholdings and a free technical
advice service.
Details from Fridge Spares (W) Lld,
Unit 15, Blackwater Road, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Glasnevin, Dublin 11.
Tel:01-8303466; Fax:01-8303672.
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Fridge Spares and Prestcold
"Your Competitive Edge"

Fridge Spares and Prestcold have joined forces to
create a winning combination for the refrigeration
and air conditioning contractor.

For further details please contact the Sales
Department on: 01 - 830 3466.
Fridge Spares (W) Ltd, Unit 15, Blackwater Road,
Dublin Industrial Estate, Glasnevin,
Dublin 11. Tel: 01 - 830 3466. Fax: 01 - 830 3672.
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Dropped guard causes stir
... The reaction to our lead
article in the March issue was
phenomenal. That so many
people took the time to ring us
and even write to us to air
their views on the matter
reflects its importance. For the
most part, the comments were
supportive of the stance we
took. However, there were
also those who disagreed
with us. Either way, the level
of debate and discussion
generated brought the issue
into the open. There are
fundamental problems facing
the industry at present,
especially in relation to the
subjectmatter in question, and
they will only be resolved if
they are addressed openly
and honestly. Thank you all
for your contribution.

Kentz ... is this a just
outcome? A little of
something is always better
than nothing and, in this
regard, the proposed
schemes of arrangement put
forward as the solution to the
Kentz demise has to be
welcomed.
However, having to choose
between the rock and the
hardplace - and to be told
that it is a satisfactory
outcome - is unpalatable.
Under the proposed schemes,
unsecured creditors will
receive between 20p and SOp
in the £1, depending on their
status. I genuinely sympathise
with those stuck in this bind
because I believe they have
been done a grave injustice.

But enough of the bad news
... how about some fun. The
response to our "Give Jack A
Hand" competition - which
is sponsored by Mitsubishi
Electric Air Conditioning - has
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss4/1
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Fridge Spares on the
move ... Pity poor Dermot
....
8.-_
Byrne and his team at
Fridge Spares. As I write
they are going through the
trauma of moving to
bigger premises ... and all
to better serve you, its
loyal customer base. It is
literally around the corner
from their old bUilding (see map). Telephone and fax numbers
remain unchanged but don't forget to put and 8 at the start.

....

been tremendous. Entry forms
are again included in this
issue (see page 13 ). Be sure
to get them in early. Apart
from the Mitsubishi Electric
Nicam stereo colour TV,
there are also a half-dozen
autographed footballs for the
runners-up.

My congratulations to Stewart
Roche and his team at Walker
Air Conditioning. Over 150
people attended their
celebratory reception In the
Shelbourne Hotel recently to
mark the official handing over
of the ISO 9002 Award to its
four companies. Minister For
Finance, Mr Bertie Ahern did
the honours. He was in
particularly jovial mood on the
day in question and even
managed to make a quip or
two at his own expense especially in relation to the

theft of his car. The evening
was a most enjoyable affair
and made all the more so by
the presence of non-Walker
personnel. Among those I
spoke with were John
Sampson of J J Sampson
and Brian McDonagh of Rink
Air Conditioning. A noticeable
absentee for obvious reasons
was Jim Anderson. However,
it was great to see his wife
Isobel there to savour the
occasion.

Is it any wonder Patsy Harran
won our Great Scott
competition. Patsy is the
man in the green blazer you'll
see at virtually every game at
Croke Park. Next time you
attend a game at Croker or
watch one on TV, look out for
him as the players emerge
from the tunnel. Hope you
enjoy the Glenfiddich Patsy!

Joe Warren, Advertisement Manager, BSNews, presenting Patsy
Harran with his prize for guessing the correct year (1966) in our Great
Scott competition. Also in the picture is (left) Tom Scott, Hevac and
William Row)ey, WJ Rowley Ltd.
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iIIYork® AeR
YORK INTERNATIONAL

YCAD
Gold Standard Intelligent Air
Cooled Chiller
LOW NOISE AEROFOIL FANS
_ _- - - - - - - FOR QUIET OPERATION.

STATUS DISPLAY AND KEYPAD,
BEHIND A LOCKABLE PERSPEX
VIEWING WINDOW.

HIGH EFFICIENCY SLIT
FIN CONDENSER COILS

MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLS
AND SEPARATE POWER SECTIONS
IN A WEATHERPROOF PANEL 10
IP55 STANDARD.

RELIABLE RECIPROCATl G
COMPRESSORSOPERATlNG
ON SEPARATE REFRIGERANT
CIRCUITS

TWIN CIRCUIT
SHELL AND TUBE EVAPORATOR
UTILISING HIGH EFFICIENCY
PROFILED TUBES

COl," A

u

~Oling Capacities 167-272Kw

"JOFFERS
'prllNT

RIGID GALVANISED SHEET STEEL FRAME
PAINTED WITH BAKED ENAMEL FOR
DC'UBLE CORROSION PllOTEC

For Sales and Service Contact:-

ilYork~ACR

No other Chiller is easier to operate

YORK INTERNATIONAL

Unit 4, Ballymount Cross Busiess Park,
Ballymount Cross, Dublin 24.
Tel: (01) 456 9424.
Fax: (01) 456 9425.
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MA NO THERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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INSTRUMENTS

A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
Fully configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.

West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.

MA NO THERM
LIMITED

4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
Tel 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL.
Tel 0232-491966. Telex: 93388

THE CONTROL CENTRES
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